MEDITATION
3 Kenneth Anema presents the wonderful birth of Christ
as the culmination of covenant promise.

lHEME ARTICLES-"Freed' consciences are

'bound' by the Word of God
':1 Cornel Venema, responding to a recent document
written by James De Jong. shows clearly that "freed"
consciences are those that are "bound" by the Word of
God.
14 W. Robert Godfrey, also responding to James De Jong.
observes the deficiency afDe Jong's document in treating the subject apart from Biblical texts and in isolation from other developments in the eRe.

FEATURE ARTICLE
16 The bottom of the slope  already? wonder Thomas
and Laurie Vanden Heuvel as they reflect on the recent decision of CRC Oassis Grand Rapids East re-

garding homosexuality.

DEPARTMENT
20 Do you have an unsettled "feud" with anyone? John
Sittema applies the Biblical "Go" prinCiple.

22 In Church and World, Wybren Oord reports on the
thankfulness and enthusiasm generated by the dedication of the new facilities of MidAmerica Reformed
Seminary in Dyer, IN. Darrell Maurina reports on the
significant decisions passed by the large delegation of
CRC officebearers at the Interclassical Conference in
South Holland, IL.
Our NEW office address is:
Reformed Fellowship, Inc.
2930 Chicago Drive S.W.
Grandville, MI 49418
Phone: (616) 5328510

The current pastor is resigning from an existing PCA
church. The church has approximately 300 members,
with weekly church attendance approximately 225.
The church is located in the heart of Michigan's
Golden triangle. The new building in which the
church meets is debt free. The church has strong
Biblical foundations. The church needs to grow spiritually through the ministry of a new senior pastor.
Please send a resume and a church sermon to:
Senior Pastor Search Committee
c/o Don Moore
3071 Lake View Blvd.
Highland, MI 48359
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But you, Bethlehem
Ephrathah__ .
Kenneth Anerna
you, Bethlehem Ephrathah, though you are little among the
thousands ofJudah, yet out ofyou shaff come forth to Me The One to be
ruler in Israel, whose goingsforth have beenfrom ofoId,from everlasting"
~But

Mi<ah 5:2 INK/V).

At this time of the year we hear people referring to the
Christmas Story. Unfortunately sentimentality encourages
us to make it just that-a story. But MicaJ: the p~het
alludes to the Christmas Story as a redemptIve reality. He
prophesies about Bethlehem Ephrathah because it tells
the Redemptive Story from the history of the Old Testament.

ANCIENTTOMBSTONES

CONTEMPORARY TROUBLES
Micah's prophetic work seems to speed up the tempo

I of the funeral dirge. He addresses covenant people (particularly leaders,3:1,9,1l) who fol~

the godle:-s momen·

tum of their ancestors. They are guilty o( making carved

images (1:7); of plotting evil (H); of violently stealing
inheritances (2:2); of insulting the Spirit when He speaks
by the prophets (2:6f); of hating good and loving evil (3:14); of abusing priestly, prophetic and klfl&"ly ofl~e
s
(3:5,9,11); of cheating and lying (6:11.12); of w.thholding
rightful praise and thanksgiving from God (7:1).
The loRD does not look kindly upon the godlessness
of His covenant people. Under the ministry of Micah they
feel the weight and the hea t of God's judgme?t against
them. The Sovereign LoRD assures them of their destruction. By an Assyrian invasion He will ~ke
the ~orthem
tribes into a heap of ruins (1:6). AffliCtions strike .e,:,en
Jerusalem with incurable wounds (1:9). Godless hvmg
fuels His wrath to devise disaster against them (2:3f). In
no uncertain terms He promises to hide His face from
them. When their leaders cry for help His deaf ear will
ignore their plea (3:4). Just as a woman suffers the pangs
of labor so the descendants of Jacob must wince at the
pain of judgment (4,9f).
Through Micah's prophecy the people learn that covenant means more than just warm benevolence (3:11,12).
Consistent with the terms of the covenant Micah delivers fiery condemnation on the evil rulers. He denounces
false prophets and predicts their desolation.

Bitter grief is the first to put Bethlehem Ephrathah on
the map of Israel's history. While traveling from Bethel
Rachel gives birth to Benjamin-the pride and joy of Jac?b
the patriarch. The intensity of labor eventually takes Its
toll and she dies. History reports that she "was buried on
the way to Ephrath (that is, Bethlehem). And Jacob set ~ pila~
on her grave, which is the pillar of Rachel's grave to thIs day'
(Gen. 35:19, 20).
However, this ancient tombstone commemorates m?re
than just bitter grief. It testifies about covenant prorruse. FUTURE TRIUMPHS
Later, when Jacob sits in Egypt he points back to Rachel's
The consolation in chapter 5:2 seems almost impossible.
grave as evidence of God's promise. He remembers cov- Besides the morbid history of a Judean village and the
enant. The tombstone in Canaan reminds him of the bless- demoralizing state of affairs, Bethlehem Ephrathah i~ said
ings of posterity and land (Gen. 48:1-7). Th~t
expla~ns
to be litile among the thousands. In order for a centunon to
the first of the ancient tombstones assocIated WIth have military standing he had to have one thousand men
Bethlehem Ephrathah.
under his command. That same military Wlit is also necex- essary to establish a bona fide political entity. In other
Several generations later wedding bells ~in g ~ith
citement in this little village. Ruth the foreigner IS mar- words, Bethlehem Ephrathah has no political clout. She
rying Boaz. Their marriage begets Obed and Obed begets can barely govern herself. Yet ironically the loRD promJesse the Ephrathite of Bethlehem (I Sam 17:12). And Jesse ises, " ... out ofyou shall come forth to Me The One to be ruler
begets David (Ruth 4:21,.22). yYhen Samuel comes to in Israel."
anoint David as king.. the httle VIllage can commemorate the
Such a promise points toward redemption. E.very of·
covenant again (I Sam. 16:1, 13). Using covenantal language £ice in the Old Testament exists for a redemptIve purthe LoRD speaks to David, " I took you ...lo be ruler over My
pose. They serve the cause of salvation. It
people, over IsraeLI will sel up your seed a~r
is seen most clearly in the priestly office.
you, who will come from your h?dy, and. I WIll
"Even/ office ill
Daily they offered sacrifices to cover their
establish his kingdom ...and I will establish the
sins. Without their work Israel could not
the
Old
Te,tnthrone ofhis kingdom forever...And your house
worship. The prophetic office sounded the
and your kingdom shall be established forever"
Iller! t exists for
voice of the loRD. Godly prophets mapped
(II Sam. 7:8-17).
out the path of obedience by their warna redelllptive
Political prosperity awaits David and his
ings and instruction. Without their leader"
descendants, but tombstones litter the landI'll rpm;e.
ship Israel could not enjoy communication
scape of history by the time of Micah. Refrom God. The kingly office was designed
peatedly history sings the refrain of the fu.
civil d~mnsio
to bring godly order to the politc~.and
of of life. It was to promote godly hvmg by pWllshmg th.e
neral dirge, "So the king rested with his fathers in the Cr~
David." When Micah begins prophesymg, ten generatIons wicked and protecting the righteous according to the dIof Judah's kings already sleep with Dav id the vine standard of holy justice. But in Micah's day all the
Bethlehemite Wlder a tombstone in Jerusalem.
offices are lying in shambles which means their relationship with God lies in shambles.

December

Unlike all the previous and present rulers in Israel,
Micah prophesies about One "Whose goings forth have been
from ofold, from everlasting." In this roundabout way the
prophet tells his audience that the Ruler comes with a
divine nature. That means the prophecy of One to be ruler
in Israel promises to bring the godless chaos to an end
and to establish orderliness. For some that means the
Ruler comes with all the splendor and majesty of royalty.
He guarantees a right relationship with God where worship is truthful, communion with God is sweet, and obedience to His law is a delight. For others the Ruler comes
with all the horrors and terror of righteous judgment. He
assures the exercise of holy justice upon the
ungodly, disobedient and complacent. His
just sentence imprisons them for all eternity where they weep and gnash their teeth.
This purges all sentimentalism from the
Christmas Story because Luke 2 sets the
s tage in Bethlehem. Repeatedly Luke alludes to the redemptive reality of Micah's
prophecy. He tells us that "Joseph also went
up from Galilee ... to the city of David, which
is called Bethlehem, because he was of the Iwuse
and lineage of David ... " (2:4). In V.U he
records the angel's announcement to the
shepherds, "For there is born to you this day
of David a Savior,. who is Christ
in the
the Lord: Excitedly the shepherds agree,
"Let us now go to Bethlehem and see this thing that has come
to pass, which the Lord has made known to us" (2:15). Therefore the Babe in the manger comes as The Ruler to reign
with royal splendor and to judge with all the horrors of
justice.
There can be only two responses to the redemptive reality of Jesus' birth: humble submission or proud rebellion. King Herod rebelled. At the time of Jesus' birth he
felt the threat of Micah's prophecy. Instead of joining the
wise men in worship Herod plotted in the spirit of the
antiChrist by scheming to put the Otristchild to death.
During Jesus' public miniStry some of the Jews proudly
ignored Christ's birth in Bethlehem. They rejected His
Messianic status because of His childhood in Galilee Gohn
7:42). Our greedy culture might continue to commercialize and ignore the Christ. Tinsel, lights, wrapping paper
and traditions may threa ten to detract from the
Redeemer's birth. But nothing can change the reality that
Christ has come forth from Bethlehem to be Ruler.
Only humble submission to the heavenly King makes
comforting sense out of the Christmas Story. His birth is
an act of redemption. Without His humble birth we cannot and will not worshiptruthfully. Without His birth
we refuse to have fellowship with God our Creator. Without His birth we seUishly guard our own kingdoms and
promote our own agendas. If that's the case then our lives
start to sound as miserable as the Israelites in the days of
Micah. For that reason we must rehearse the Christmas
Story as a redemptive reality.
As you look forward to December 25 you must also
remember (with Micah's audience) that Jesus the Messiah will return as the Rulerto reign and to judge. How
do you see Him now? How will He meet you when He
returns?

ci'J!

Rev. Anema is the pastor ofMessiah's Independent Refonned
Church, Overisel, MI.
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Our Consciences are
Captive to the
Word of God
A Review of}ames De Jong's
Freeing the Conscience:
Approaching the Women's Ordination Issue by
Means o[Theological Correlation

by Cornelis P. Venema
One of the most familiar and stirring stories of the Protestant Reformation is the
story of Martin Luther before the Diet of
Worms, refusing to recant his views and
deny his writings. The Dietl of Worms was
a meeting called by the Holy Roman Emperor, Charles, to which the electors and
princes of Germany were invited, together
with delegations of representatives of the
Roman Catholic Church from several nations. Luther, who had on the basis of the
Word of God criticized many of the teachings and practices of the church of his day and called for its reformation, was on trial. Finally, on the second day of the Diet,
Luther was compelled to answer whether he was willing
to repudiate his books and the views they contained. His
answer was:
Since then Your Majesty and your lordships desire a
simple reply, I will answer without horns and without teeth. Unless I am convicted by Scripture and
plain reason  I do not accept the authority of popes
and councils, for they have contradicted each other
- my conscience is captive to the Word of God. I cannot
and I will not recant anything, for to go against
conscience is neither right nor safe. God help me.
Amen. 2
This reply of Luther has become for churches of the
Reformation a kind of symbol of what the Reformation
was about  the restoration of Christ's rightful dominion in His church, a dominion exercised through His
Word in the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments.
A reformational church is a church that, as one of the
earliest confessions of the Reformed churches expressed
it, "is born from the Word of God, remains in the same,
and listens not to the voice of a stranger."3I mention this
familiar story and its Significance because it is only in
this context that the ongoing struggle within the Christian Reformed denomination regarding the ordination of
women to the ecclesiastical offices may be understood.
This struggle may not be understood as a minor skirmish
over a relatively small point of doctrine. It is a struggle
for the Refonned character of this denomination, its continued adherence to the confession of the authority of
God's Word in the church of Jesus Christ.

This story also provides a broader context within which
to review and evaluate the newest argument for the ordination of women that has been put forth in the Christian Reformed denomination. This argument is summarized in a small pamphlet, Freeing the Conscience: Approaching the Women's Ordination Issue by Means afTheological
Correlation, written by President James A. De jong and
published by Calvin Theological Seminary. Because De

particular arguments that he wishes to present. This
lengthy review is divided into three sections: " Lessons
from the Pas t," "What Kind of Issue?," and "Exegesis and
Hermeneutics." The major thesis in these sections is that
the issue of the ordination of women is not nearly so important or decisive as many have argued it is, and that
its resolution does not seem possible on the basis of exegetical and hermeneutical grounds alone.
In the section, "Lessons from the Past," De Jong notes
Jong's argument amounts to the claim that OUf consciences need not be bound to the Bible's alleged prohi- that " [t]hroughout its history the church has engaged in
bitions of the ordination of women, it raises
numerous, prolonged discussions of iss ues" (p. 4). During the course of these dethe question of conscience in a very direct
"It is n stru:.;:.;le
manner. Furthermore, it provides an occabates, intense discussion occurred and
for the
sion to consider how the Reformed tradilongcherished positions only gave way
tion has historically understood the relation
Reformed
after considerable division and distress
among
the churches. Partici pants in the
between the Word of God in Scripture and
character
the freedom of the conscience.
contemporary debate regarding the ordinathis delllilllition of women would do well to view this
THE BACKGROUND
issue in a broader historical perspective,
l1ntiol1 ... "
TO THE ARGUMENT
recognizing how frequently in the past light
was shed upon a particular doctrine only after a period
Before addressing the specifics of President De long's
of heated. debate. De Jong mentions, in this connection, a
pamphlet, it will be helpful to summarize the background
variety of such debates and issues, including the doctrines
of his argument for freeing the conscience on the issue of
of the Trinity, the deity of Christ, original sin, Christ's
women's ordination.
presence in the supper and the halfway covenant. Ooser
In a preface to his study, De long gives a brief account
to home in the tradition of the Christian Reformed deof the occasion for his publishing yet another article on
nomination, there have been bitter disputes and divisions
the muchdisputed issue of women's ordination in the
over such matters as English in the worship service, the
Christian Reformed denomination. After the Christian
corrunon cup in conununion, worldly amusements, and
Reformed synod of 1995 met and made its decision to
the like. What must be remembered in the context of these
permit churches and classes to declare the word "male"
debates, including the present debate over the ordinain Article 3 of the Church Order" inoperative," several
tion of women, is that the church is held together by a
synodical delegates approached him and encouraged him
deeper set of commi tments expressed in the creeds and
to publish the gist of his remarks made on the floor of
confessions of the Reformed churches. So long as there is
synod during its debates. These delegates, apparently
a common commitment to these confessions, coupled
impressed with the argument employed by De Jong, bewith an ability to distinguish "primary" and "secondlieved it to be important that he share it with a larger
ary" doctrinal matters, there is no reason the issue of
audience in the churches.
women's ordination should divide the churches.
According to De Jong, he found this request persuaIn the next section, "What Kind of Issue?," De Jong
sive for at least four reasons. First, his argument might
basically maintains that the issue of women in office is a
prove helpful to those in the Christian Reformed denomisecondary issue, not a confessional issue or one which
nation who continue to be troubled in their consciences
touches any primary doctrine of the Christian faith. I use
by the practice of the ordination of women. Second, bethe word "basically." because this section sends rather
cause Dejong's remarks at synod were regarded by some
mixed signals. On the one hand, De Jong maintains that
as a "reversal" of his previously stated position, he bethose who oppose the ordination of women on biblical
lieved it would be useful to set the record straight and
grounds treat this issue as having the "status of a confessummarize elements of his approach to this issue that he
sion" (p. 7). Since they are convinced the Bible clearly
previously had presented in various settings. Third, De
forbids the ordination of women, De Jong acknowledges
Jong wishes to invite comment and critical reflection upon
that for them " the problem could possibly be a primary
his argument, in order for it to be corrected, refined or
level issue and ought to be considered exegetically and
amplified. And fourth, De Jong expresses the hope that,
hermeneutically" {p. 9).5 On the other hand, he points
by putting his thoughts on this subject to paper, "they
out that the Christian Reformed denomination has chowill contribute to closure of the women's ordination issen to treat this issue as a church order issue and not as a
sue ..." (p. 3).'
confessional issue. For example, the synod of 1989 refused
After providing a brief account of his reasons for writto accede to an appeal against a Calvin Seminary profesing this pamphlet, De Jong presents a rather lengthy resor who was advocating the ordination of women, judgview of the issue of women in office before taking up the
ing that the issue "has not been regarded as a creedal
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matter, but as a church order matter" (Acts of Synod 1989, ecclesiastical office as though it were an issue capable of
p. 433). With this synodical judgment, De Jong is clearly being resolved in a directly exegetical or hermeneutical
in agreement.
manner. Perhaps, De Jong suggests, the answer lies elseThe lengthiest section in the introductory portion of where, in a new approach which appeals to the broader
his pamphlet, is the section addressed to "Exegesis and teaching of the Word of God and the "systematic integHermeneutics." In this section, De Jong provides a brief rity" of the Reformed faith.
sketch of the history of the exegetical and hermeneutical
ordination
If, as it now appears, the issue of women~s
debates that have occurred in the last twentyfive years will not (and can not) be resolved by arguments that are
of discussion in the Christian Reformed denomination. based upon Bible passages and their interpretation, then
De Jong correctly observes that these debates have been it might be better to approach this issue by "drawing inferences and making deductions from bibinconclusive. They have not produced unalically clearer convictions" (p. 18). Just as
nimity of conviction in the Christian Re".. .what docthe Reformed faith has maintained the
formed denomination, but have rather expractice of infant baptism, not by appealposed a fissure that runs throughout the detrilles of the
ing directly to this passage or that passage
nomination between those who favor and
faith are threatbut to the implications of the scriptural docthose who oppose the ordination of
elled
blj
the
trine of the covenant, so with the issue of
women. In recent years, De Jong observes,
the ordination of women we may have to
" [aJ general mood prevailed that the exordillatioll of
answer the question by appealing to what
egetical and hermeneutical ground has
womell ?"
been thoroughly covered and the church is
De Jong terms the "systematic corollaries"
of the Bible. By a "systematic corollary" De
at an impasse" (p. 13). Synods in recent
years have declined to appoint new study committees, Jong means" a well established and uniformly accepted teachrecognizing this impasse and believing no purpose would ing which seems to imply a less biblically clear position" (p.
be served by the appointment of yet another study com- 18, emphasis mine)' If the Bible teaches a number of
mittee. This does not mean that discussion of the exegeti- doctrines clearly, each of which implies a less clear teachcal and hermeneutical issues has been lacking. De Jong ing, we are probably warranted in concluding that the
mentions, for example, "two important books," one by less clear teaching is biblical. This kind of an argument
professor John Cooper of Calvin Seminary' and the other has a cumulative force as well, when several such corolby Rev. Clarence Boomsma.' Though De Jong is im- laries lend support to the teaching that is being disputed.
This, then, is the approach De Jong proposes to take.
pressed with the contribution of these authors, he notes
that their studies have also not been "totally satisfying By arguing from several clear biblical teachings to a less
or convincing, particularly in the way in which they at- clear, but probable implication, we may be able to "move
tempt to apply gender equality as extrapolated from ... beyond the exegetical and hermeneutical impasse" that
presently plagues the Christian Reformed denomiGalatians 3:28 to women's ordination" (p. 14).
On the basis of this survey of the discussion of exegeti- nation's debate over women's ordination.
cal and hermeneutical issues, De Jong concludes this section by noting several"major problems" that remain with The doctrine of Scripture
the position favoring the ordination of women as well as
The first systematic corollary that De Jong invites us to
the traditional position opposing the ordination of consider is the doctrine of Scripture. One of the hallmarks
women. He concludes that these discussions have of the Reformed tradition is its confession that the Bible
reached an impasse from which there appears to be no is the "God-breathed" or "inspired" Word of God. The
escape.
Bible is the supreme standard for the faith and practice
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"A THIRD APPROACH"
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All of the preceding brings us to the heart of De Jong's
argument in his pamphlet. As he puts it at the outset of
his consideration of a "third approach," "[iJf after twentyfive years of reflection, discussion, and synodical zig-zagging the issue of women's ordination has not been solved
in a way that produces unity, is there another and broader
kind of theological reflection which might be helpful"
(p. 17)?
It is this possibility which De Jong raised in his address
at the synod of 1995 and it is this possibility which he
now articulates in more expanded form in his pamphlet.
Perhaps we should not approach the issue of women in
December 1995

of the church, including the preaching of the gospel, because it is the very Word of God Himself. The doctrine of
the verbal, plenary inspiration of the Old and New Testaments is the common conviction of Reformed believers.

To the question, how does this doctrine of Scripture
relate to the issue of women's ordination?, De Jong answers as follows:
What is intriguing is that the Spirit and human authors of the Bible employ the words of women for
"teaching" the church of all ages. Hannah's prayer (I
Samuel 2:1-10) and Mary's song (Luke 1:46-55) are
notable examples ...As part of the infallible, inspired
Scriptures, these words of women in redemptive

history stand above and define the sermons that male
preachers have delivered throughout the history of
the Christian church! (p. 20)
Since God has been pleased to use the words of women,
inscripturated in the Old and New Testaments, to teach
His people, and since these words have been the authoritative measure for the preaching of the gospel, including
the preaching of male ministers of the Word, it seems to
follow that God could use the words of women today to
teach His church. As De Jong himself concludes, "[i]f
women are used to teach the church of all ages through
the inspired Word of God, is it so radical or threatening
to consider that God would allow women today to join
men in teaching believers from the Word?" (p. 21).

The"doctrine' of heresy

In addition to these arguments from the doctrine of
Scripture and Calvin's view of office, De Jong notes what
he calls the" doctrine" of heresy in the Reformed tradition." Even though the Reformed tradition does not have
a formal doctrine of heresy, De Jong suggests that "in fact
Reformed theologians have long realized and stated that
a departure from an orthodox position on one point entails an unraveling of other doctrines" (p. 23). For example, the heresy of Pelagianism has a number of implications for several cardinal doctrines of the Christian faith
including the doctrine of original sin and the wo;k of
Jesus Christ as Savior. Thus, in the Reformed tradition
any doctrine or teaching that causes other, important
doctrines of the Christian faith to unravel may properly
Calvins doctrine of office
be termed "heresy."
A second systematic corollary to which De Jong appeals
But, asks DeJong, what doctrines of the faith are threatis what he terms Calvin's doctrine of office'
ened by the ordination of women? Are there any serious
According to De Jong, Calvin taught that Christ is the and harmful consequences for confessional Reformed
"sole Head of the church and rules it by his Word and orthodoxy, were the ordination of women to be apSpirit." Christ exercises this headship within His church proved? To this question, De Jong answers with an emby means of the preaching of the Word of the gospel and phatic, No! This would only be true, were advocates of
the administration of the sacraments, both of which are the ordination of women to succumb to "secular femientrusted to the stewardship of officebearers, particularly nist
" something which has not been
ministers of the Word. However, Calvin indemonstrated
or shown to be true. And so
"J will test each
sists that, when Christ entrusts this office
again De Jong concludes, "[n]othing
and stewardship to officebearers, He does
of the four sys- confessionally essential is lost if women
not transfer to them and relinquish thereby
tematic corollar- who are one with men in the faith are orHis original and inherent authority in the
ies that lie at the dained" (p. 24).
church. Officebearers are merely instruments
through whom Christ is pleased to minisThe doctrine of immutability
heart of De
ter His Word in His church. They have no
The final systematic corollary to which De
ong sease.
authority of their own, but their authority
Jong
appeals is the doctrine of God's imremains with Christ who uses them for this
mutability.
This doctrine teaches that "[i]n
purpose. As Calvin notes, Christ uses such ministers "not
his
will
and
purposes
...
[God]
does not change" (p. 24).
by transferring to them his right and honor, but only that
God
always
acts
in
a
way
that
is consistent and invarithrough their mouths he may do his own work - just as
ant,
because
He
Himself
is
unchanging.
a workman uses a tool to do his work"10
This doctrine of God's immutability is difficult to cor. This understanding of ecclesiastical office, De Jong inrelate,
however, with the prohibition against the ordinaSIStS, has profound implications for the issue of the ordition
of
women. God, in the history of redemption, has
nation of women. For, if all authority in the church rechosen
to use women like Deborah the judge or Huldah
sides alone in Christ and His Word, the officebearer bethe
prophetess
to exercise authority among His people
ing but an instrument for the communication of the Word,
and
to
speak
His
Word. If these women, whose callings
then there seems to be no reason why the gender of the
were
"precursors
of the New Testament offices of
minister has any relevance. The Word alone has authorpreacher/pastor
and
elder," were able to be used by God
ity, not the messenger. Therefore, why should it matter
in
this
manner
in
the
past,
it seems inconsistent that God
whether the messenger is male or female? Here again, I
would
be
unwilling
to
use
them in a similar manner toto wish to allow De Jong to express his argument in his
day.
Thus,
those
passages
which
seem to limit the approown words:
priate
roles
of
women
(like
I
Timothy
2 or I Corinthians
The simple, but profound question that arises is this:
14)
do
not"
resonate"
with
other
teachings
in the Bible.
if the authority resides in Christ's Word and not in
"If
God
is
immutable
and
if
he
has
truly
forbidden
women
the person or the assembly, what does gender matfrom
serving
in
office
in
the
New
Testament,
one
would
ter? Gender is a dimension of our personhood, not of
not
expect
to
find
God
raising
up
and
sanctioning
women
the Word! (p. 22)
officials among his Old Testament people" (p. 24).
To object to this line of argument by noting that these
are "exceptions" which only prove the rule, is without
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force, according to De Jong. How could we imagine an
immutable God making exceptions " if he took rugrules
seriously" (p. 24)? !fGod acted in this manner in the past,
there is no legitimate reason He could not act similarly
today. To claim otherwise would be to imperil the doc·
trine of God's immutability.
With this fourth corollary, De Jong concludes his argument or, as he terms it, "third approach" to the issue of
women's ordination. Though he does not specify further
such corollaries, he does hint that they may exist and further buttress the case for freeing the con-

women whose words have been inscripturated, then why
should women not be able today to minister God's Word
in preaching and teaching with authority in the church?
The fallacy of this corollary and the inference that De
Jong draws from it, is a fallacy known as the Jallacy of
proving too much. If an argument, based upon a particular premise, can be shown to warrant conclusions which
are obviously w rong, then the argument and its premise
needs to be re-examined. It seems to me that something
like this is the case with De Jong's first corollary.
The argument in brief form looks something like this: if someone (or somethirtg) were
science on the issue of the ordination of
" ... 011(' could
used by God as an instrument to reveal His
women. "When considered collectively," he
.. .lIIoke tile ON'
authoritative Word, then he (or she, or it) may
judges, "they add weight and plausibility
be ordained to minister that same Word today.
to the exegetical and hermeneutical considfor the
This argument could also be restated more
erations for women's ordination, and they
eI iXi/lili t lf. ..of. ..
preCisely in this way: if God used women
render the traditional explanations less believable and the traditional problems more
to reveal His Word in the past, then women
Bo/noJII's ass
significant" (p. 25). Indeed, they seem to
are eligible for the offices of minister and
.. .. fill· office."
"tilt the baJance" in the dispute in the dielder in the church of Jesus Christ in the
rection of the ordination of women.
present.
But this argum ent proves too much. Were ita good arHaving concluded his summary of his case, De Jong
briefly notes in two closing sections of his pamphlet the gument, it would prove that any instrument of reveladifficulty that always faces claims made on the basis of tion, used by God in the past, might equally well be eliconscience (these claims are always based upon appeals gible for the offices of the church today. Surely, however,
to the Word " as one presently sees and understands it") and this does not follow. If this were true, then one could
draws a lesson from a wise man. The lesson drawn from equally well make the case for the eligibility of the fola wise man refers to the practice of Westminster Otapel lowing for office in the church: the speaking serpent of
under the leadership of Dr. Martyn Lloyd-Jones that per- Genesis 3; Salaam's ass who prophesied; pagan kings like
mitted parents either to baptize or to withhold baptism Cyrus; the Roman governor Pilate; the Pharisees, etc. It
from their children. Though De Tong does not concur with would not be difficult to expand greatly this list with a
the judgment that infant baptism is an unclear teaching virtual" rogue's gallery" of those whom the Lord has used
of Scripture, he uses this example as a lesson for dispu- to communicate authoritatively His Word! Are we to contants in the debate regarding the ordination of women. clude that all of these instruments of revelation are, at
In a disputable matter like this, the w isest course would least potentially, eligible for office in the church of Jesus
be to permit each church and believer to act in accordance Christ?
Furthermore, were this argument a valid argument, it
with their consciences. 12
would be logically impossible for God through the mouth of a
TESnNGTHEARGUMENT
woman to teach that women ought not to be ordained! There
With this summary of De Jong' s pamphlet and its main does not seem to be any reason, biblical or otherwise,
argument before us, I would like to tum now to an evalu- why that should be the case.13
But it is not only the fallacy of proving too much from
ation ofits merit(s).ln this way, I hope partially to contribute to De Jong's own rationale for printing his pamphlet which this first corollary of De Jong suffers. It also suf- to provide an occasion for others to critique his ap- fers from a severe case of begging the question. For what if
proach and examine whether it is convincing. In this sec- God has declared, in the very Word which De Jong wants
tion of my review, accordingly, I will test each of the four to affirm is divinely ins pired and authoritative, that
systematic corollaries that lie at the heart of De Tong's women ought not to teach or exercise authOrity in the
case. I will reserve until the next and concluding section church over men (1 TIm. 2:11-14)1 Unless De Jong can
of my review, a further discussion of the broader issue of show that God has not spoken to the legitimacy of women
occupying the office of minister or elder in the church in
conscience raised by De Jong's pamphlet.
the Scriptures, this corollary proves not only too much
but also evades the real point of contention altogether The doctrine of Scripture: Proving too much?
what does the text of Scripture teach regarding who may
The first corollary that De Jong mentions, appeals to and who may not serve in ecclesiastical office?
God's use of women as instruments through whom He
has given His Word in Scripture to the church. If God
could reveal His Word authoritatively through those
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Calvin's doctrine of office:
Are there any "biblical qualifications' for office?
The same difficul ty arises in connection with the second corollary mentioned by De Jong. This corollary assumes something which I will now, for the sake of argu-

ment, concede, namely, that Calvin's doctrine of office is
a biblical one. But does this doctrine authorize the kind
of inference that De Jong thinks it does?
Here again it is important that we try to understand
the force and nature of this inference. As best as I can
understand it, De Jong seems to be arguing that, because
the person who ministers the Word of God has no authority of his (or her) own, but only serves as an in-

visitation. The inference De Jong draws from Calvin's
doctrine of office, in other words, is one which obliterates
altogether the unique authority that belongs to the particular
offices, and it yields the most radical fonn ofegalitarianism.
Furthermore, this corollary, like the first one but to an
even greater degree, omits to consider whether the Word
of God itself addresses the issue of qualifications for office in the church of Jesus Christ. Why would the Bible
teach, for example, that an "overseer" ought to be "the
husband of one wife," "apt to teach," "not given to much
wine," "no brawler," and the like, if the person of the
officebearer makes no difference so long as the
officebearer conununicates the Word of God? Though the
gender of the officebearer may not matter to De Jong and
those who approve his reasoning, it seems difficult to
suppress the conviction that it matters to Christ, when
He chose His apostles and appointed them to minister
His Word, including His Word respecting qualifications
for office in the church.
Like the first corollary, this second one not only proves
too much but wholly sidesteps the question whether the
Bible has anything to say about who mayor may not be
an officebearer in Christ's church.

~-

strument to convey a Word which is inherently authoritative, the gender of the minister is an irrelevancy. What
difference does it make to the inherent authority of the
Word of God, whether Christ chooses to minister that
Word by the mouth of a woman or a man?
This is a rather intriguing argument, one which has a
superficial appearance of plausibility. But, sadly, it is only
a matter of appearance but not of reality. For, were this
argument legitimate, it would also follow that all bib/ically prescribed qualificationsfor office, not only qualifications
ofgender, are irrelevant and unnecessary. This would be The doctrine of 'heresy': What is at stake?
true not only for those who hold office in the church, but
In his treatment of the doctrine of "heresy," De Jong
it would be equally true for those who hold office in a
suggests that the Reformed tradition has no formal docChristian marriage or family. It would even render the
trine of heresy. Whether or not the Reformed tradition
whole idea that some hold a distinct office by divine aphas a formal doctrine of heresy, there can be little doubt
pOintment, which is accompanied by a corresponding
that, consistent with the original meaning of the term,
conferral of divine authority and sanction, meaningless.
generally heresy has been defined as any "belief or teachAll that would matter for relationships among church
ing that contradicts Scripture and Christian theology:']4
members and Christian believers of all walks and staThough the term has come to connote for some the idea
tions of life is that they communicate the Word of God to
of a contrary belief only on matters of fundamental biblieach other.
cal teaching, the general sense of the term refers to any
This corollary, therefore, like the first one suffers from
departure from the biblical faith. In the context of the
the fallacy of proving too much. Were it true, the whole
Reformed churches, heresy would be any belief in conflict
idea of particular officebearers having
with the Confessions' summary ofthe articles
unique authority by virtue of a divine
and
points of doctrine taught in the Scrip.heresy
has
beel1
"..
calling in the church or the home would
tures.
Thus, in its broadest sense, heresy is
be undermined. A child who spoke the
defilled as allY
teaching
that conflicts with Scripture; in a
Word of God would have an authority in
narrower sense it is teaching that conflicts
'belief
or
tendlillX
the family (his own family, as well as any
with the confessions in their summary of the
that call tmdicts
other!) indistinguishable from his parScriptures; and in the narrowest and most
ents. A parent would have no unique
Scripture
precise sense, heresy is any teaching in conauthority over his own children, in disflict
with the Scriptures and the confessions
alld
eh
ristiall
tinction from other children. A husband
that touches upon a primary article of the
would no more be the "head" of his wife
thealaxy· '"
Christian faith . De Jong's insistence that
than any other person who might comheresy always adversely affects several
municate the Word of God to her. Indeed, any member
other, important areas of Christian doctrine is, therefore,
of the congregation who spoke the Word of God to antoo narrow and stringent a view. Though heresy may be
other member would be in a pOSition which was the virof greater or lesser consequence, heresy simply refers to any
tual equivalent (so far as Christ's appOintment and the
deviation from biblical truth. Now it is De Jong's contenauthority of their office) of any other. There would be, in
tion that the advocacy of women's ordination can in no
such a circumstance, no difference in kind between, say,
wise be termed a "heresy," not only because it cannot be
a visit from two other believers and an official visit by
shown clearly to conflict with Scriptural teaching, but also
two elders of the church who were conducting family
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because it does not adversely affect any important doctrine of the Christian faith. This is so, he maintains, provided that it is not the expression of secular feminism.
There are several comments that may be made in response to this argument of De Jong's.
First, it is certainly possible that a person could advocate the ordination of women to office without necessarily contradicting any cardinal doctrine of the Christian
faith or selfconsciously opposing any article in the Reformed confessions. Christians can hold mistaken views
as to what the Bible teaches or even in-

lical doctrine of the Son's voluntary submission to the
Father, a submission that in no respect impairs His full
equality of nature with the Father; the biblical teaching
that, when God chooses officebearers to represent Himsell, as covenant husband, to His people and Christ's
church, His covenant wife, He has consistently and appropriately chosen men; the biblical teaching that created
differences between men and women are not adventitious or accidental, but integral to our cohumanity as
imagebearers of God; the integrity of creation, including the diverSity between men and
women, against all forms of Gnostidsm
consistently refuse to own up to the im"[ believe tlint tlie
in which the biblical doctrine of created
plications of an unbiblical view that they
followillg doctrilles
differences is denied; the consistent bibmay have adopted. Thus, it would be
lical condenmations of worship practices
possible for a Reformed believer to subof Scripture ... are
which "feminize" the divine (the Asherah
scribe to the Reformed confessions, yet
adversely affected
of Baalism; cult prostitution, etc.); the
inconsistently and unbiblically advocate
by the advocacy of
doctrine of the Bible's clarity and suffithe ordination of women to office.
ciency as a rule for the faith and practice
Second, though this is a possibility, a
tlie ordillatioll of
consistent Reformed confession of the auof the church, including that aspect of the
"
wOl1len ...
thority of the Word of God in Scripture
church's government having to do with
the " lawful election" of officebearers.
requires, in my judgment, that the ordiI am not suggesting by this list of doctrines that may
nation of women be opposed. I use the term "consistent"
in order to acknowledge the possibility of inconsistency be adversely affected by an unbiblical advocacy of the
at this point, without thereby approving such inconsis- ordination of women, that advocates of women's orditency. Because I am convinced that the Bible speaks clearly nation have gone astray on all of these points. Many have
in its prohibition of the ordination of women to office in not, and for that we should be grateful. However, none
the church, I am equally convinced that a faithful and of these doctrines is secure from those who wou.ld draw
obedient listening to the Scriptures will lead to the same out the consequences of the kind of arguments nonnally used
to advocate the ordirlation ofwomen. Though it may not alconclusion.
Third, it is not at all clear to me that the Reformed con- ways be true that a person should be held accountable
fessions nowhere s peak directly to the question as to for the implications of his views, it is certainly true that
whether the Bible forbids the ordination of women. Most he should be held accountable for showing why these
students of the confessions of the Reformed churches implications either do not follow from a view being adwould readily acknowledge that the Belgic Confession in vocated or are not as serious as they might first appear.
Unfortunately, one of the features of the dispute within
Articles 7,3032, does, so far as the common understanding of its authors and subscribers during the first several the Christian Reformed denomination regarding
hundred years since the Reformation, forbid the ordina- women's ordination, is the apparent unwillingness of
tion of women to office. 1s The same confession regarding those who advocate this practice to show persuasively
eligibility for office in the church is found in other Re- that this advocacy does not have any of these serious
formed confessions as well, including the Second Helvetic implications. The urgency of making the case that the
Confession. I6
o rdination of women is not a serious issue is heightened
And fourth, the issue of the ordination of women can- by developments in most denominations that have apnot so easily be divorced from other related issues which proved the ordination of women. In these denominations,
do touch upon important doctrines in the Word of God it seems all but impossible to disentangle their approval
and the Reformed confessions. Without giving the mat- of women's ordination from other, related departures
ter too much attention, I believe that the followirlg doctrines from Scriptural teaching, like those mentioned in the preof Scripture, among others, do relate to and are adversely af- ceding paragraph.
fected by the advocacy of the ordination of women: the doctrine of God's creation of man after His own image, male The doctrine of immutability,
and female, the man first and the woman subsequently, Does God's Word change?
taken from His side; the covenantal representation of the
The last corollary in De Jong's approach appeals to the
human race by the first man, Adam, and similarly the
immutability
of God. If God is unchanging, then His willcovenantal representation of the new humanity by the
second Adam, Christ; the biblical doctrine of divinely ingness to call a Deborah or a Huldah to office must mean
appointed relationships of authority in the church, as well that He remains willing to use women in an official caas in the home and in the institution of marriage; the bib- pacity in the church of Jesus Christ.
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The problem with this corollary is that it misses the phlet will "bring closure" to the debate in the Christian
mark rather widely. No opponent of the ordination of Reformed denomination.
Perhaps to appreciate fully the weakness of De Jong's
women of whom I am aware has ever denied that God,
who is ever the same in His will and purposes, has used case, it would be helpful to consider the issue of conand continues to use women in a variety of ways in the science more directly. Though De Jong is quite correct
life and ministry of the church. The real issue is whether when he notes that consciences belong to our fallen, sinGod has ever declared it to be part of His nonnative will, for ful humanity, and therefore sometimes need to be corthegovemmentand care ofChrist's church, that women should rected and informed by the Word of God, no Christian
seroe in the offices of minister of the Word or elder. Not only conscience is ever free to act contrary to convictions based
has this not occurred, but it might also be added that God upon the Word of God. Thus, to say, for example, as De
Jong does, that we need to remember that
has never, so far as the biblical record is
the consdence is always bound to the Word
concerned, called a woman to an ordinary
" .•. 110 Christian
"as one presently sees and understands it {the
office in the old or new covenant church.
COllSClCilee IS
Word]," offers no way out of the difficulty.
If I may be permitted to tum the tables
Of course the conscience is bound by the
on De Tong's argument at this point, it
ever free to act
Word of God, as the person of conscience
seems to me precisely to follow from God's
cOlltmnl to
understands the Word. That is a selfeviimmutability that women ought not to be
COlivictioliS
dent truism. When Luther refused to recant
called and ordained to the offices of the
his views at the Diet of Worms, this was
church. If we know God's will and purpose
bascd [11'011 the
the objection that was constantly thrown in
through the Scriptures, and if the Scriptures
Word of God."
his face  who do you think you are,
consistently teach that God has not been
Luther, that your interpretation of the Word
pleased to call women to the offices of the
church, then it would be a denial of God's unchanging of God is preferable to that of the church, indeed to that
character (not to mention, His unchanging Word!) to do of the multitude within the church?! What was Luther to
today what God did not do in the past. The only way De do at this point? Agree that he might be wrong and thereJong's argument at this juncture could have force would fore go against his conscience? This was an impossibility
be if he were able to show that God, in the history of for him, and it remains impossible for any believer today
redemption, prescribed as a regular practice the ordina- to go against what he regards to be the clear teaching of
Scripture.
tion of women to the offices of the church.
It is just this basic problem of conscience that Dejong's
OUR CONSCIENCES REMAIN CAPTIVE
pamphlet largely ignores. Were De Jong to take seriously
the conscientious objection of believers who oppose the
TO THE WORD OF GOD
ordination of women, he would be obliged to offer them
It should be apparent from my response to the four
reasons why their understanding of the Bible is not corcorollaries De Jong cites that I do not find his approach
rect. Because he has chosen not to do this, but rather to
or argument convincing. Not only are these corollaries offer a weak and misleading discussion of what he terms
an inadequate basis for the kind of inferences that De "systematic corollaries," his argument is beside the point.
Tong would like to draw from them, but they also fail to
It does not address the real problem of conscience.
address the real point of contention in the debate regardTo illustrate the weakness of De Jong's address to the
ing the ordination of women.
problem of conscience, there are two statements in the
As De Jong's title for his pamphlet intimates, the real Reformed confessions that should be noted. The first is
problem in the dispute regarding the ordination of taken from Article 32 of the Belgic Confession, an article
women is that many church members, myself included, dealing with "the order and discipline of the church":
are convinced that the Bible forbids the ordination of
In the meantime we believe, though it is useful and
women, This conviction is not simply the product of cusbeneficial that those who are rulers of the Church
tomor tradition, but a settled conviction based upon careinstitute and establish certain ordinances among
ful study of the Word of God. It is rather disappointing,
themselves for maintaining the body of the Church,
therefore, that, in a pamphlet bearing the title, "Freeing
yet that they ought studiously to take care that they do not
the Conscience," De Jong does not address in any direct
depart from those things which Christ, our only Master,
or convincing fashion the biblical considerations that bind
has instituted. And therefore we reject all human inventhe consciences of those who object to the ordination of
tions, and all laws which man would introduce into the
women. The only way a conscience bound by the Scripworship ofGod, thereby to bind and compel the conscience
tures could be freed with respect to the ordination of
in any manner whatever. Therefore we admit only of
women would be on the basis of a sound, biblical arguthat which tends to nourish and preserve concord
ment. Since De Jong offers no such biblical case for the
and unity, and to keep all men in obedience to God.
ordination of women, indeed does not even so much as
(emphasis mine)
claim to offer one, I can hardly see how he hopes his pam-
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The second s tatement is taken from the Westminster
Confession afFaith, chapter 20, entitled "Of Christian Liberty and Liberty of Conscience":
God alone is Lord of the conscience, and hath left it free

church, w hich does not meet the high s tandard of being
taught in the Word of God.
For this reason and others mentioned in the previous
section, De Jong's pamphlet offers little prospect for resolving the debate regarding the ordination of women in
from the doctrines and commandments ofmen, which are,
the Christian Reformed denomination. The real crisis that
in anything, contrary to his Word; or beside it, in matters
affaith, or worship. So that, to believe such d octrines,
faces many today in the Christian Reformed denomination is a crisis of conscience, to be sure. But, unless and
or to obey such commands, out of conscience, is to
betray true liberty of conscience: and the requiring of
until someone is forthcoming with an argument from the
an implicit faith, and an absolute and blind obediScriptures, showing that the ordination of women to office in the church is right and necessary,
ence, is to destroy liberty of conscience,
that crisis will only be heightened by the
and reason also. (emphasis mine)
" ... the roolll to
kind of arguments found in this pamA careful reflection upon these articles,
IIlnlleUl'cr withollt
in two major confessions of the Reformaphlet.
For many of us, therefore, the room to
tion, will s how that the Reformed
violatilll( COlIsciCllce
maneuver without violating conscience
churches have always insisted that, in the
ill the Cllristiml
in the Christian Reformed denomination
worship and government of the church of
Reforllled
dellOllliJesus Christ, consciences may only be bound
is becoming very small indeed. I can see
by the clear requirements and ordinances of
only one of two ways out of this dilemma:
Ilatioll is becoIllilll(
the Word of God. In the worship and goveither De Jong and j or others accept the
('erlj slIlall ill deed. "
errunent of the church, including the lawburden of proof which is theirs to show
ful election of officebearers, the churches
us how our consciences need not be
are not free to introduce "human inventions," things not bound on this issue, or they ought to show how coninstituted by Christ in His Word, so as to bind anyone's sciences bound to oppose the ordination of women can
conscience. Since consciences may only be bound by the remain genuinely free in a denomination which permits
clear requirements of the Word of God, it is not enough this practice. 17
There is little in De Jong's pamphlet that offers
that the Word ofGod perhaps pennit a practice (either by its
silence or apparent permission)! Since matters pertain- encouragement on either front.
ing to the worship and government of the church will
inevitably require obedience on the part of the churches FOOTNOTES
and their members, such matters ought to be drawn fro m 1. The term "Diet'" simply refers to a parliament or assembly.
the clear prescriptions of the Word of God.
2. Quoted by Roland H. Bainton, Here I Stand: A Life ofMartin Luther
(New York: New American Library, 1950), p. 144 (emphasis mine).
The only possible justification, accordingly, for the ordination of women to office in any church of Jesus Christ, 3. First Thesis of the "Ten Theses of Berne," 1528.
4. This last reason for publ ishing his argument seems odd Iy in conflict
would be the explicit requirement and warrant of the
with the previous reason. Unless De long knows with a certainty
Scriptures. Were such an explicit requirement or warrant
that his argument could not be refuted, how could he expect it to
bring gclosurc" to the discussion of an issue that must ultimately be
lacking. consciences would be bound to accept, embrace
decided by the assemblies of the denomination (councils, classes
and conform to a practice (the ordination of women) not
and synod)? If his thinking is genuinely subjecl 10 "critique" and
ins tituted by Christ. Or, to make the same point in an"correction," to use his own words, how could he or anyone else
other way, the Reformed tradition has never treated the
presume that it would bring an end to the d iscussion. Note that the
page references in parenthesis here and throughout are from De
issue of election and ordination to office as an " indifferlong's pamphlet.
ent matter," an adiaphoron, with respect to w hich Chris5. With this admission, De long undermines, as we shall see, the
tians are at liberty to do as they see fit.
burden of his argument subsequently. Though he attem pts 10 shift
Now, how does this relate to De Jong's argument that
the burden of proof from Iheexegesis of specific Bible passages like
I Timothy2:1114, I Timothy 3, Titus 159, I Corinthians 11:l16,and
the theological corollaries he cites will serve to "free the
I Corinthians 14:3438, to the consideration of broader theological
conscience" on the issue o f women in office? It relates to
issues, he has here acknowledged tha t the only argumenllhat will
it in a very direct manner. Reformed believers who take
satisfy opponents of women's ordination will be an exege/ica/ argutheir confession of the Reformed faith seriously may not
ment. He is, of course, correct in this acknowledgment. But, unhappily, his pamphlet offers no such exegetical argument. None is even
consider it an option to go against the teaching of Scripture
attempted.
when it comes to the worship and government of the church.
6. A Couse for Division (Grand Rapids: CRC Publications, 1991).
Nor may Reformed believers institute practices in this 7. Male and Female, One in Christ (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House,
respect that do not have the clear sanction of Scripture.
1993). It is interesting to observe that De long omits to mention two
critiques of these books, one written by myself and my colleague,
Even to say that a particular practice may be permissible
Dr. Nelson Kloosterman (A Cause of Division: The He rmeneutic of
(because it is not explicitly condemned) is inadequate.
Women'sOrdination [Orange City, lA: MidAmerica ReformedSemiNo practice may be introduced, at least not in the deternary, 1991)), and the other by myself alone (Compelling New Insight?
mination as to who is qualified for office in Christ's
(Grand Rapids: Reformed Fellowship, 1993)). He also neglects to
mention the study of Rev. Norman Shepherd (Women in the Service
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of Chris I ISouth Holland, IL: Cottage Grove CRe, 1992)), a stud y
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which faithfully summarizes the biblical teaching respecting the
service of women in the church. Though these contributions may
not meet with De Jong's personal approval, his neglect to men tion
them seriously compromises the completeness and fairness of his
historical sketch in this section of his pamphlet.
8. It should beobserved that this definition of a "systematic corollary"
is not that different from what has been tenned, in a Reformed
approach to hermeneutics or the method of Bible interpretation, a
"general analogy of Scripture." A general analogy of Scripture is a
doctrine taugh t throughout the Scriptures, in the light of which
particular Scriptural passages should be interpreted. One example
of a general analogy would be the "equality of worth" of men and
women as image bearers of God. De long's argument.. therefore, is
similar in form to the argument of those who have appealed to the
general analogyofScripture in favor of the ordination of women. He
appeals, however, as we shall see, to different "corollaries" or
analogies than those thus far sing led ou ti n the debate over women's
ordination.
9. It is worth noting at this juncture that this corollary is not as directly
biblical as De Jong's case would lead the reader to believe. Though
Calvin's doctrine of office may be biblical, it is passing strange that
De Jong includes it as one of his proposed biblical corollaries which
implies the permissibility of the ordination of women. At the least..
one step in his argument  a nd a most important step  is omitted
at this point.. namely, an argument for the biblical character of
Calvin's view of office.
10. lohn Calvin, Institutesofthe Chris/ian Religion, 2 vols.,ed. by John T.
McNeill and trans. by Ford Lewis Battles (philadelphia: Westminster
Press, 1960), IV.iii.l.
11 . Here I would reiterate a comment made in a preccdingfootnole (Cn.
9). Thissystematiccorollary does not answer toits advanced billing.
A doctrine of heresy that mayor may not have been an integral part
of the Reformed tradition is hardly the kind of systematic corollary
or basic biblical teaching that De Jong has promised. It is certainly
rather insecure footing on which to base an argument from inference for the ordination of women.
12. Delong's introduction of this lesson in his closing section endangers
his case, since it is not difficult to apply many fealures of his
argument against the doctrine of infant bnptism, at least any formulation of the doctrine Ihal would insist that it is a "primary" or
essential doctrine and practice of the Reformed faith. J cannot sec,
for e;(ample, how his formulation of the doctrine of heresy would
serve to buttress the argument against local option on the matter of
infant baptism. What essential doctrine or doctrines of the faith
would have to be jettisoned, were this permitted? And why would
any congregation not be guilty of "schism.... on De Jo ng's under·
s tanding of the term, were they to leave a denomination which
dispensed with its confession regarding the baptism of children of
believers? Though a consideration of the implications of De Jong's
argument at this point would take us too far afield of our limited
purpose in this review, it is not ha rd to see that it has rathe r serious
consequences for the viability of a fellowship of confessional Reformed churches.
13. De Jong's argument at lhis point also fails 10 notice that, in the
inscripturation of His Word, including the inscripturation of/he wordsof
the wol7ltn De long mentions, God was pleased 10 reveal Himself
through the ministry of inspired men. I am not aware of any inspired
texts of the Old or New Testament which were given through the
instrumentality of wo men. However, my objection would still
s tand, even were this to have OCCUlTed. But it does raise an additional consideration that shows the weakness in Delong's argument
from this corollary.
14. This definition is taken from the Millard Erickson's Conose Dictionary ofChris tum Theology (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1994),
p. 73. The term "heresy" derives from a root which has the sense of
"to differ," "to separate from," or "to beother." Hence, heresy isany
deviation from the truth taught in the Bible and confessed by the
church.
15. This is not the place to address the significance, for example, of the
language of Article 30 of the BelgiC Confession. This article reads

(quoting the new English translation from thc French. now in use in
the Christian Reformed denomi nation):
We believe that this true church ought to be governed according to the spiritual order that our Lord has taught us in his Word.
Thercshould be ministers or pastors to preach Ihe Word of God and
administer the sacraments. There should also be elders and deacons, along with the pastors, to make the council of the church .... By
this means everything will be done well and in good order in the
church. when such persons are elected who are faithful and are
chosen according to the rule that Paul gave to Timothy.
It should be noted tha t the synod of1989, when it declared the
issue of women's ordination a church order and not a confessional
matter, erred when it cited the /angueof~prs"
in this Artide. No
selfrespecting interpreter of the French "personages," which gains
its gender reference from thecontext, induding the use of masculine
pronouns which refer to it as an antecedent, can deny that it refers
who meet the require ments of the apostolic
to those "faithful men~
rule of 1 Timothy 3. If anyone can produce a single Reformed
subscriber to this confession who thought olherwise at the time of
its writing and for several hundred years subsequent to its writing,.
I would be happy to reconsider the matter. It ought to be enough that
the great Synod of Dordtrecht, in its Post-Acta (actions taken after
many foreign delegates had departed, but with their knowledge
and approval) provided for an ojfidaJ, ecclesiastical translation into

utin of the Belgic Confession, a translation upon which earlier English
translations were based and which transwtes the French "personages"
oorrtctly, in termsofits acknowledged meaning, as "virifidelts" (,'faithfu l
men"). The story of the Christian Reformed de nomination's treat-

menl of this article a nd its relation to the dispute regarding the
ordination of women needs still to be told in full. Lei it suffice here
to say that it is a story of ecclesiastical disingenuousness and
"sleight of hand" translation.
16. This confession of Ihe Swiss Reformed churches echoes the language of Article 30 of the Belgic Confession and gives expression to
the common understanding of the Reformed churches of the Reformation. In Chapter '1:7 it says: " Not anyone may be elected, but
capable men distinguished by sufficient consecrated learning. pious
eloquence, simple wisdom, lastiy, by moderation and an honorable
reputation, according 10 that apostolic rule which is compiled Uy the
apostle in I Tim., ch. 3, and Titus, ch.I." (emphasis mine).
17. If present trends and requirements continue, those who oppose the
ordination of women on biblical grounds will, among other things,
be obliged to violate their consciences in at least these ways: mandatory attendance at a denominational seminary whose convictions
respecting the ordination of women are becoming increasingly
clear; paying lor all ministry shares, a portion of which will s upport
the advocacy and practice of women's ordination; participating in
e;(aminations and ordinations of women officebearers; participating in classes where women delegates have been seated, etc. Perhapssome who oppose the ordination ofwomen onbiblical grounds
will be able to "salve" their consciences and cooperale in these and
other ways. Speaking for myself and I suspect many others, this is
not a viable o ption.

Dr. Venema, contributing editor for The Outlook. teaches
Doctrinal Studies at Mid~Amerca
ReJonned Seminary in Dye"
IN.
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Freeing the Conscience:
A Review
W. Robert Godfrey
Dr. James A. Dejong, President of Calvin Theological
Seminary, has written an interesting booklet entitled,
"Freeing the Conscience, Approaching the Women's Ordination Issue by Means of Theological Correlation." The
booklet seeks a new approach to the
issue of the ordination of women and
is argued in a way designed to be
helpful, balanced and respectful. It
deserves a careful and considerate
response.
The booklet ends with the recollection of a conve rsation between
De}ongand the great British preacher
Martyn LloydJones about baptism.
LloydJones allowed both infant baptism and believer's baptism in his
church. DeJong disagreed with LloydJones on this practice, but appreciated
his willingness to recognize some beliefs and practices as secondary to the heart of the Christian religion and his willingness to be tolerant on those
secondary matters. DeJong appeals to his readers for a
similar toleration on the matter of the ordination of
women, seeing it as a secondary matter.
DeJong's appeal to U oydJones is ironic as the conclusion of his booklet. LloydJones' position on baptism, as
DeJong notes, is the result of his conviction that neither
the Bible nor the record of the early church is clear on the
question of the baptism of infants. The record of the early
church is crystal clear that in orthodox churches women
did not serve as presbyters. The Bible is also much more
explicit  at least at first glance  on the roles of women in
the church than it is on infant baptism. Dejong's own
conclusion reminds us that ultimately this issue before
the church on the ordination of women is the teaching of
the Bible. We must seek in all ways to follow the Bible

faithfully.
Dejong's own approach is to argue that the route of
studying particular texts and of investigating principles
of interpretation (exegesis and hermeneutics) have not
resulted in a consensus and harmony in the church. He

suggests that perhaps we need to find a different approach. This different approach he calls systematic corollaries. These corollaries are conclusions drawn from the
implications ofestablished elements of systematic theology. As
we defend infant baptism in part by arguing from the
nature of the covenant, so Dejong suggests that some
points of systematic theology may help resolve the issue
of the ordination of women. DeJong specifically examines four such corollaries: the doctrines of Scripture,
church office, the immutability of God and heresy.
On the doctrine of Scripture Dejong argues that since
the words of women are recorded in the Bible and are
part of the authoritative teaching of the Bible, the words
of women would also be appropriate in the teaching and
December 1995

pastoral roles of the church. But this line of reasonin.g is
neither clear nor convincing. The words of the unbeheving Gamaliel, Balaam's ass and the devil are also recorded
in the Bible, but that does not qualify those speakers for
ordination. The words of believing David are frequent in
the Bible, but he is not qualified to be ordained as a priest.
One cannot reason from the inclusion of words in the
Bible to ordination.
On the doctrine of church office Dejong argues that the
Reformed view insists that the authority of office always
remains in the Christ and His Word, not in the individual
officebearer. Dejong is quite right that only the Word is
ultimately authoritative. He expresses this point very
strongly and all of us in the Christian Reformed Church
should heed him: " In fact, either the minister or the council/synod can depart from the Word, in which case they
deserve no honor or esteem for they have then forsaken
Christ" (p. 22). We all must be very careful to stay with
the Word even jf it means showing no honor to a synod
lest we forsake Christ.
Dejong, however, does not reason clearly from the doctrine of church office. In the first place the minister does
have ministerial authority, even if that authority is not
absolute. (See the Acts ofSynod 1978.) In the second place,
even if the office had no authority at all, the New Testament does establish quaWications for office in I Timothy
and those qualifications seem to exclude women.
On the doctrine of the immutability of God Dejong
argues that God never changes and since he allowed
women to be judges (Deborah) and prophets (Huldah)
in the Old Testament, they must still be permitted to hold
office in the New Testament. Again Dejong is not convincing in the corollary that he draws. Firs t, he does not
consider that the offices of judge and prophet are extraordinary offices and that the offices of minis ter and elder
are ordinary offices (according to standard Reformed
teaching). For God to allow women in one and not the
other involves no change for him. Second, God does sometimes in Scripture appear to change even though in fact
He does not. In the Old Testament God declares pork a
forbidden food, but in the New Testament He permits
eating it. So even jf women could hold office in the Old
Testament, that would not automatically prove that they
could hold it in the New.
On the doctrine of heresy Dejong rightly notes that
"Reformed theologians have long realized and stated that
a departure from an orthodox position on one point entails an unraveling of other doctrines" (p. 22£). Dejong
insists that no heresy results from approving the ordination of women unless on the basis of "secular feminist
presuppositions" (p. 23); and so he concludes that s uch
ordination cannot be as harmful as some suggest. But is
this claim credible? Most of those in the Christian world
who endorse the ordination of women deny the inerrancy
of the Bible, limit the authority of the Bible to "salvation
issues" narrowly defined, and deny the leadership of the
husband in Christian marriage. Many are beginning to
challenge the use of male language for God  even where
it is used in the Bible. And these pOSitions are held in the
CRC as well. We are indeed seein g an unraveling of other
doctrines among many in the CRe who have championed the ordination of women. Several leaders in Oassis

Grand Rapids East, for example, who are committed to
the ordination of women have also supported ministry
to homosexuals that avoids calling homosexual practice
sinful.
Why did Dejong not look at other corollaries that point
in quite a different direction? The doctrine of creation does
point to male leadership in that man was created first.
The doctrine of the Trinity shows that equality of being
can coexist with some difference of function. The doctrine of the Christian family surely implies that if the man
is head of his home, he should also be the head of his
wife in church. The idea ofsystematic corollaries is useful. bu t far from supporting

Dejong does not really spend any time looking at Biblical texts in his booklet. Of course he cannot do everything in a short work. But ultimately it is on the texts of
the Bible and how they are used that the issue of women
in office must be settled. Dejong undervalues the work
of the 1984 Study Committee Report which undergirded
the synodical decisions of 1985 and 1994 against the ordination of women as ministers and elders. He has not
shown why the church's historic reading of the Bible
should be overturned.
Dejong rightly sees serious problems in the argument
in favor of the ordination of women (p.
IS£). But the questions that he raises
"We lIlust face with
against the "traditional" pOSition do
the ordination ofwomen, they point in quite
not seem equally serious (p.16). For exthe opposite direction.
the greatest seriousample, he repeats the error that in I
The biggest surprise in Dejong's
ness the theological
Timothy 2 the use of authentein is ambooklet is the tendency to treat the isbiguous. Professor Al Wolters and othsue of the ordination of women in isoullmvelillg taking
ers have shown that the word is not amlation from what is going on in the CRC
place ill the
biguous. Further, he sees a tension bemore generally. Most of us who oppose
tween women prophesying and being
the ordination of women see it as symptomatic of much deeper problems. The ordination of told to be silent (I Cor. 11 and 14). Again this "problem"
women may be a secondary issue in itself, but it reflects is solved by the simple Reformed distinction between exan approach to the Bible that is definitely a primary is- traordinary and ordinary offices and functions in the life
sue. We have profound divisions in the CRC on the ordi- of the church.
Dejong also criticizes the decision of Synod 1994 for
nation of women just as we have profound divisions
about many beliefs and practices. The CRC is divided in simply claiming to be Biblically correct (p.17). But he does
many ways (although the proportions on each side of an not respond to the claim of the synod that the evidence
issue vary greatly): evolution, Sabbath, worship, iner- all together is clear and cumulative. Nor does he note
rancy. homosexual marriages, universalism and language that Synod 1994 was the first synod to try to bring tofor God to mention some. These differences, just like those gether the range of Biblical evidence that supported its
on women in office, are not all settled in the confessions conclusions. But most seriously, neither Dejong nor the
of the church. But they are all very important to the life 1995 Synod of the CRC have yet  as Dejong himself puts
of the church and reflect very different ways of reading it  fulfilled" a solemn obligation to such fellow [conservative] members to demonstrate convincingly that a
the Bible and understanding its authority.
Dejong claims that on the issue of ordination of women change is warranted, why the Bible does not say what
both sides approach the Bible in the same way. He points the church for 1900 years thought it said" (p. 7).
The study of the Biblical texts may not lead to agreeto John Cooper's booklet A Cause fOT Division? (1991) to
support that contention. I respect John Cooper, but dis- ment and harmony in the church. Jehovah's Witnesses
agree with both Dejong and Cooper on this matter. Coo- read the Bible and deny the divinity of Jesus. Baptists
per takes an unreformed approach in his booklet, con- read the Bible and deny infant baptism. Pentecostals read
tent to justify the ordination of women by arguing that the Bible and believe prophecy is for today. Not all these
Scripture does not forbid it. (I do not think that he dem- errors are of equal seriousness, but they have allied to
onstrates even this successfully.) A fully Reformed ap- divisions. Divisions are necessary at times. Perhaps some
proach would recognize the obligation to demonstrate kind of unity can be found in the CRe. Perhaps new efthe Bible positively teaches the ordination of women.
forts are needed "to create structures for harmony and
Dejong himself illustrates the changing approach to the unity in the face of a difficult, emotional issue" (p. 13).
In any case we must stand with the Scriptures. We must
Bible in the CRC when he lists some "problems" with
the traditional opposition to women in office. The tradi· face with the greatest seriousness the theological unravtional position"operates with an exegetical approach that eling taking place in the CRe. We must refuse to honor
seeks to establish church political regulations in a theo- any synod that does not teach and vindicate the ScriplOgical context that has long recognized that the Bible tures lest we be guilty of forsaking Christ. We must congives us principles for church order, but not a church tinue to dialogue with those with whom we disagree so
polity or even a clear notion of ecclesiastical office" (p. that we may all grow in our understanding of the Bible.
President Dejong is to be congratulated for trying to
16). Dejong is giving voice to those in the CRC "theological context" who do reduce the teaching of Scripture move the discussion of women in office forward, and
to a narrower realm than historic Reformed Christianity doing so in a thoughtful, dispassionate manner. I do not
has done. Indeed Dejong runs the risk of contradicting think that his effort has succeeded. The best way forward
the Belgic Confession which in Articles 3032 speaks of a is through a study of the Word by those who will bow
spiritual order or polity taught in the Bible and does de- unreservedly to its teaching.
fine the offices of the church.
Dr. Godfrey is President of Westminster Seminary in CA, Professor
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of Church History, and contributing editor of The Outlook.

THE BOTTOM OF THE
SLOPE  ALREADY?
Thomas and Laurie Vanden Heuvel
The year was 1973 and the setting was the Synod of
the Christian Reformed Church which that summer received three study conunittee reports prepared by scholars in the denomination. One report dealt extensively
with Ecclesiastical Office and Ordination (Acts, 1973, p. 635fl.); another handled the related subject of

Women in Ecclesiastical Office
(Acts, 1973, p. 514fl.); and the third
was Report 42 from the Committee
to Study Homosexuality (Acts, 1973,
p.609ft.).

perhaps misinterpretation of what had always been perceived as clear Scriptural prohibitions against homosexuality, might warrant a relaxing of the denominational
stand against homosexuality. It asserted over and over
again that the homosexual is only "minimally responsible" for his/her condition. But when it came down to
actual recommendations, the report did declare homosexuality (the practice) to be sin, and it rejected the idea that
faithful, monogamous homosexual relationships could
be acceptable to God and the church.

CIASSIS GRAND RAPIDS EAST
ON HOMOSEXUALllY

In subsequent years, the CRe became embroiled in
heated debate and synodical flip-flops over the issue of
women in office until in 1995, the proponents of women
in office won the day.
During the interim years between 1973 and 1995, conservatives repeatedly asser ted that the same
TIlREE REPORTS·
"hermeneutic" which was used to justify women in ofONE HERMENEUTIC
fice could be employed to defend the practice of homoAlthough each report dealt with sexuality. Denominational leaders joked about the "slipa different topic, there appeared pery slope" mentality of the conservatives and denied
some striking parallels which, through the years that fol- until October 19/95 (only four months almost to the day
lowed until this very day, have plagued the church con- from the time thatSynod/95 approved women as ministinuously. The report on "office and ordination" robbed ters and elders) that there was any" connection" between
the special offices (minister, elder) of their God-given the hermeneutic used to justify women in office, and the
authority, reducing them to only roles of "service;' the hermeneutic used by Classis Grand Rapids East in its
difference between officebearers and other members of report, to wipe out any reference to or description of hothe church being one of function only and not of essence. mosexuality as sin, and to urge the eRe to examine the
This report, although appearing at the same synod as the possibility that "faithful, monogamous homosexual reone on women in ecclesiastical office, nonetheless pro- lations" may be accepted by God and the church, and all
vided the philosophical basis upon which the women in the rights and privileges of leadership in the church be
office report was structured. It too saw "office," not as granted to them.
The conunittee of Classis Grand Rapids East which foran authority structure in the church, but as "functional
service" only, from which women should not be barred. mulated this report was given its mandate in January of
Both reports reflected a change, the same kind of 1994, to provide Classis with advice about the variety
change, from the way in which Scripture had been and suitability of different ministries to homosexuals. The
specific occasion for the appointment of this
handled in Reformed theology. That
committee was the propriety of one church
change was reflected in appeals made to 1)
" ... the clm;,i5
calling Rev. James Lucas, a celibate homocultural differences between Biblical times
nctil'dy
sexual, to a ministry for AWARE ("as we
and our current milieu; 2) twisted definiare"), an organization which accepts gays
tions for Biblical concepts such as "authorrejected tile
"as we are" without working toward the
ity," "headship," "submission" and others;
problem of SIN
goal of celibacy and/ or change of orientaand 3) construction of overall "sweeps" of
tion.
n5 tile root of
Scripture (on the basis of Gal. 3:28 for exThe June, 1995 issue of this periodical, The
ample) so as to wipe out the clear teachtile problclIl."
Outlook, presented Dr. Comelis Venema's
ings of passages such as I Tim. 2, I Cor. 14
fine, undisputed critique of the report of
and others. This way of handling Scripture
has come to be known as the "new hermeneutic" which Classis Grand Rapids East submitted to its May/95 meeting, entitled "Revised Report and Recommendations of
has many different hues and degrees of application.
In similar ways, the "new hermeneutic" showed up in the Classis Grand Rapids East Study Committee on Minthe report on homosexuality that same year. It too ab- istry With Persons Who Are Homosexual." (The full resorbed page after page, probing the possibility that cul- port of this committee, 11 pages long, is available upon
tural (cultic) considerations, scientific data (which to this request.) Because of Dr. Venema's excellent critique, we
day cannot prove that homosexuality is genetic), and will not discuss the entirety of the report at this time. We
will instead focus briefly on section 6 involving" param-
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eters" for ministry with persons who are homosexual,
the minority and majority reports on parameter 6 (VII),
the ministries (IV) and resources (V) recommended by
the report, the two fatal flaws of the report and their implications for other CRC churches and the future of the
denomination.

Parameter 6

form of such distortion, one that usually is not of the
person's own choice or decision. The church must both
hope for and direct her ministry toward whatever restoration of our sexuality to its original form is possible. Where such restoration is either limited or not
possible, she must minister with compassion, encouragement and support. At all times the church must
call all her members to a life of obedience to God's
provision of marriage as the proper relationship for
the expression of genital sexuality.

L-~

The committee of Classis G rand Rapids East presented
a wtified report in May / 95 except for "parameter 6" under "Ministry With Persons Who Are HoAmplification:
"... the ciassis
mosexual." On that point, the committee
As a result of the fall our sexuality is
sub mitted a Majority Report which
fu rlher ...opellcd
distorted in many ways. Sometimes it
stated:
Ilic door 10 Ihe
is not functional at all, for others it is
6. Ministries with persons who are hohyperactive. For reasons often as yet
possibil i Iy offni 111mosexual should not be contingent
unknown the sexual drive issometimes
upon declaring homosexual activity as
ful, Illollogall/ous
misdirected to persons or objects other
sin or distinctive evidence of the fall.
JIOII/osexunl re1nthan those whom God intended: someTo do so is to give an incomplete moral
time articles of clothing, nonsexual
testimony to the issues of homosexuliollsllips beillg
parts
of the body, or to pictures and
ality with the potential harm in pracllLwplcd by God
fantasies rather than persons. The hotice of closing ministry with many permosexual orientation is one form of
nlld Ille church."
sons who are homosexuaL Instead,
such misdirection. Sometimes the
these ministries should work with evmisdirection seems to have occurred at an early age,
eryone in Christian community to discern what it
prior to age seven or ten years old, even as some
means to live lives faithful to Jesus Christ.
evidence suggests, resulting from a genetic predisposition. In other cases traumatic incidents such as
Rationale
sexual abuse during the Significant development
nus report does not address whether or how homoyears between eleven and fourteen seem to have
sexual orientation or practice may be considered a
shaped the sexuality so that the person's orientation
sin. It does not do so for three reasons. First, such an
is toward those of the same gender. To lay blame on
address is not included in our mandate. Second, the
such a person for her or his condition is both cruel
members of the committee were appointed with the
and unjust.
original mandate in mind and because we possess
However, all persons, whatever the shape or condiinterests and abilities related to the original mandate,
tion of their sexual nature, are responsible for their
though without special expertise in either Old or
behaviors. And it is the church's responsibility to call
New Testament hermeneutics and exegeSiS to adall persons to a life of obedience to all of God's
equately begin to address this theological question.
commandments related to our sexual behaviors.
Third, considerable scholarly work by individuals as
When we fall short of such obedience, the church
well as several major, mainstream denominational
must proclaim a gospel of grace and forgiveness. The
study committees composed of individuals with
church must also pray, hope, and minister for the
hermeneutical expertise over the past two decades
restoration of all of creation, including the human
have attempted but failed to achieve consensus on
personality and more specifically our sexuality, to its
this issue.
original form and intentions, Whatever restoration
Respectfully submitted,
possible comes about through a variety of means,
Hessel Bouma 1II, chair
certainly not limited to a single form of therapy.
Sometimes this restoration is quite limited, someDavid Holquist
times impossible. In such instances the church must
Gladys Verhulst
doubJe her efforts to show compassion, encourageBetty Zylstra
ment, and support to such persons as they seek to live
The Minority Report read as follows:
obediently to God.
Respectfully submitted,
6. The brokenness of humanity resulting from the fall has
distorted all aspects of our personality, including our
James Bradley
sexuality, so that no one's sexuality functions as God
Mel Hugen
originally intended. The homosexual orientation is one
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In the beginning was the Word,
and theINord was with God,
and the Word was God. John 1:1
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The confessions of
Reformed Churches emphasize
the essential importance of the Word
of God as it is preached, practiced and
lived. If you share the conviction that the
church today must remember again this
confession of the Word of God as Ihe Source
of historic, spiritual vitality, we would like to
hear from you.

For more information call:
(219) 864-2400
or write: Mid-America Reformed Seminary
229 Seminary Dr., Dyer, IN 46311
The Minority Report describes homosexual orientation
as an evidence of "brokenness" and a "distortion," and
calls all who are so tempted to responsibility for behavior and a life of obedience to God. It mandates the church
·
t
kf
Io caII f or 0 bedience, t 0 ex t end f orgIveness, 0 wor or
restoration to God's design for human sexuality.
It is important to note that even the Minority Report
does not call homosexual practice sin, even though it
dearly describes it as such.
How did Classis Grand Rapids East resolve the Majority/Minority difference?
1) Classis removed the entire Minority Report SO
that no description of homosexual practice as sin
remains in Parameter 6 (nor is it referred to as sin
in any other part of the report).
2) Oassis also removed all of the Majority Report no. 6 (including the rationale)exceptforthelastsentence: "These
ministries should work with everyone
inChristiancommunitytodiscemwhat
it means to live lives faithful to Jesus
Christ."
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Both sides called it a "compromise" and
seemed happy with it. But was it really a "compromise"?
In our judgment, it was a tragic defeat for the truth of
God. The Bible clearly condemns homosexual practice as
sin (an "abomination"). And Classis Grand Rapids East
just voted that truth out of its report. That's not a "compromise." It is a "sellout " on the truth of God. We appreciate the few churches and individuals who deplore
this action of their classis.
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Finally, Classis Grand Rapids East adopted the motion
1) to refer this report to the church councils for study and
2) to make the report available to the membership of the
churches.
Since there was no formal objection to the rest of the
report, we must assume that the majority of the delegates
to c1assis on October 19/95 endorsed the rest of the report.
What about the rest of the report? The report lists 5
organizations in bold type which minister to homosexuals. Regarding them, the report says: "All pastoral ministers and elders should be cognizant of the resources and
of the support these organizations provide to covenantal
members of the Christian conununity." The truth is that

some of these organizations are blatantly progay and
others are simply "accepting" of gay orientation and behavior. Two organizations, Exodus International and
Metanoia Ministries, which focus on "overcoming" homosexuality, are only induded as an aside. There is no
attempt to distinguish between the focus and philosophy of these support groups. All are recommended to
the churches.
The same can be said of the reading material which is
recommended. Elder John Roe1s cited a long list of quotations from authors that appeared in the report bibliography. These quotes declared that Scripture did not condemn homosexuality, and they further viewed homosexuality as a positive gift of God. All of these readings
are recommended to the churches for reading as helpful
resources in dealing with homosexuals. Again there is
no discernment demonstrated..
Also, the report in Parameter Ib recommends "inviting leaders of special ministry groups to conduct adult
education programs and to participate in worship," again
with no discernment.
And in Parameter 3a, the report says that Grand Rapids churches "should pursue the goals of enabling persons who are homosexual and persons who are struggling with their sexual identity, to be integml persons in the Christian community
faithful to Christ without segregating such
persons from the community" (emphasis
ours).
Questions: 1) Are the "homosexual persons" referred to in Parameter 3a, practicing homosexuals? The report doesn't
specify. 2) If they are "practicing homosexuals," is there no segregation in the
church? May they sing in the choir? May they be elected
to offices? Could someone who is living in an adulterous heterosexual relationship sing in the choir, be elected
to office? The report leaves all of these questiOns unanswered. What "help" then does it give? Is it not really a
"hindrance"?
A few churches in Classes Grand Rapids East are unhappy with the committee for exceeding their mandate
of providing the churches with advice about the variety
and suitability of different ministries to homosexuals. But

could the corrunittee provide such advice without first
further address whether and to what extent
addressing the philosophical! theological foundations on
Christians can support ministries which accept
which these ministries rest? So the conunittee did excommitted, faithful, monogamous relationships
pound somewhat on their own foundation (a garden
(emphasis ours).
variety of liberal thinking with a token nod to ministries
Clearly, promiscuity is outside the boWlds of
such as Exodus and Metanoia); the c1assis actively rebiblically acceptable responses to one's sexualjected the problem of sin as the root of the problem; the
ity. TheChristianconununityshouldstandsteadclassis further, by adopting the report, opened the door
fast against any"ministries" which taCitly accept
to the possibility of faithful, monogamous homosexual
uncommitted, promiscuous relationships or derelationships being accepted by God and the church;
clare such relationships to be a matter of moral
therefore it is no wonder that the "advice"
indifference, even as we continue to
of the corrunittee, based on a foundation of
respond with compassion and with a
relativism at best, consists of a smorgasbord
U HOlllosexual
call to faithful obedience to all persons,
of conflicting value systems, many of which
prnctice... is Iwt regardless of where they are in their
are in violation of the clear teaching of
own life's journey. For, in Christ, forScripture.
debatable,
giveness is granted for sin - including

FATAL FLAWS

alld it is 11011negotiable. n

Most delegates to the October 19 meeting of Classis Grand Rapids East feel that
their action 1) was a satisfying compromise and it 2) was
in line with the synodical report on homosexuality
adopted by the CRC in 1973. In our judgment, neither is
true as we have already sought to establish.
There are two fatal flaws which, if they stand uncorrected, will spell the demise of the Christian Reformed
Church.
1) Deleting the Minority position which described
homosexuality as sin (without using the word) demonstrated shocking and lU1a.cceptablespiritual weakness and confusion, and acted completely out of line
w ith the report of 1973 which clearly and often,
despite some faulty argumentation, condemns homosexual practice as sin.
2) There remains in the report, seemingly unchallenged officially, a position of latitude with respect to
homosexuals who live in faithful monogamous relationships. In Section II (Pastoral Concerns) the
report says: " ... thechurch must take great care not to
prejudge homosexual persons and on the basis of
such prejudgment, shape her ministry ...Some live in
committed faithful relationships."
In Section III (Educational Concerns) the report

states the following:
Perhaps most controversial are ministries which
provide support for committed homosexual relationships. For persons who believe that scripture speaks to homosexuality as we know it
today and clearly condemns all homosexual behavior, this type of ministry may be unacceptable.
But the Christian conununity should revisit and
begin dialog anew about what it means to be
created as sexual beings, about how celibacy
may be understood as a gift as the Apostle Paul
states (I Cor. 7:5-9), and about the role and value
as a significant component of relationThechurchshould

sexual sins - and we are called to fully
accept each who has repented and to
fully restore them in the life and work
of the Christian conununity.
One cannot escape the clear implication that the report rules out "promiscuous" homosexual relationships
as acceptable, but opens the door (even urging the Christian community to dialog) to "committed, faithful, monogamous relationships."
To the conservatives in the CRC, the possibility that
the practice of homosexuality, even in committed faithful monogamous relationships, should even be "revisited" by the CRC in a study committee is unthinkable.
HOMOSEXUAL PRACTICE IS A SIN, AN "ABOMINATION" TO THE LORD. IT IS NOT DEBATABLE,
AND IT IS NON-NEGOTIABLE. It is not without pain
that we say this. We have agOnized with some specific
individuals over the course of a thirty-four-year ministry in the CRe. But praise God, the GOOD NEWS is that
with Christ, a homosexual can triumph - either through
a Spirit-supported commitment to celibacy, or a Spiritchanged orientation. God is GOOD - and He is truly a
"rewarder of those who diligently seek Him" (Hebrews

11:6).

IMPLICATIONS
Has the Christian Reformed Church slid to the bottom
of the slope so quickly? Is it n ot a "roller-coaster" rather
than a slippery slope? The denomination is now, by virtue of the action of Classis Grand Rapids East, obligated
to make a judgment on the action of this Classis. There
need to be overtures to Synod 1996 that require Classis
Grand Rapids East to bring its position in line with Scripture and the stand of 1973, or face discipline. If the denomination no longer has the spiritual fiber to discipline
disobedience (which it has clearly demonstrated the past
number of years), then it stands in grave danger of having its "candlestick removed" (Rev. 2:5). May God grant
wisdom, strength and courage in these difficult days.

Rev. Thomas Vanden Heuvel is pastor of the First CRC, Byron
Center, MI. Mrs. Laurie Vanden Heuvel is aChristian school teacher,
and together they are editors of The Outlook.
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On Seeking
Reconciliation

THE 'GO' PRINCIPLE

Rob Hague-Rogers, a dear friend of mine here in Dallas, recently challenged our m en's prayer breakfast group
John R. Sittema with what he called the Biblical" go principle." A trained
pastoral counselor himself, he had long been plagued by
the inability of God's people to resolve interpersonal sins
George and Andrew are brothers, both now in their 60s. Dedue in part to an ignorance of where to begin. Through
spite being close in age, they had drifted apart over the years
his training and study of Scri pture, he observed an interand now seldom had anything to do with one another beside
esting phenomenon in the Bible: irrespective of whether
polite greetings. The problems began with their wives, both of you are the"siMer" or the" siMee," the offending party
whom had personalities that suggested
or the offended party in a sinful dispute, the burden is
they ingested large quantities a/vinegar. laid upon you to "go" to seek reconciliation. There is no
Neither could get along well with the
situation in which the believer's duty is to wait for someone
other; both were vocally critical of the
else to take the initiative.
other's family members. As a result,
Let's learn from Scripture. In Matt. 5, Jesus is articulatthough they went to the same church, eving the law of His new kingdom regime, speaking from
eryone knew of the "feud," and everyone
a mOlUltain just as Moses had done of old. He expounds
was smart enough to make sure George
many of the commandments, using the same formula for
and Andrew and theirfamilies were never
each: "You have heard it said ... but I say unto you.... " The
invited to the same functions.
first of the commandments so treated is the sixth, "Thou
Pete and Bill didn't speak to each other.. shalt not murder." In Jesus' treatment of that conunandeither. The problems arose when Pete ment, He begins by identifying the heart sins of anger
bought equipment for his fann from Bill's and hatred as lying at the base of the sixth commanddealership. Pete became dissatisfied with the equipment and ment prohibition. Then He inserts a remarkable little inangry abou t the lack of care he received from the service de- struction:
Therefore, if you are offering your gift at the altar and
partment. Bill says that the angel Gabriel wouldn't be able to
satisfy Pete, and that he and his people did everything humanly
there remember that your brother has something
possible to take care ofhim. Pete has been heard, over the years,
against you, leave your gift there in front of the altar.
to charge Bill with being a crook; Bill tells anyone who will
First go and be reconciled to your brother; then come
and offer your gift" (vv. 23-24).
listen that Pete is an old grouch and a lousy businessman. Both
are Christians and attend sister churches within a few minThese verses are remarkable for several reasons. First
utes' drive of each other.
of all, they reveal that the interpersonal relationships in
Feuds, tension, interpersonal squabblescall them which we are involved affect our worship. If sin affects
us horizontally, it also affects our ability to come before
what you will. Fact is, they cause more grief in the body
the
Father ("gift at the altar"). What a great truth to reof believers than anyone cares to admit. People, including believers, are undeniably sinful, and a sad mark of member! Second, Jesus seems to assign striking urgency
sin is the stubbornness and pigheadedness that makes to what is at best an undefined situation. Allow me to
reconciliation seem impOSSible. It seems that many would paraphrase: You're busy in worship, just getting to the
good part, when your mind wanders to
rather nurse the feud than solve it, dethe fact that your neighbor Waldo is upriving some sort of perverse pleasure
"11 "eeill" thnt
set with you over something you did.
from holding a grudge. Over the decades
//lOllY would rather Jesus tells you to walk out of church imof my own ministry among Christian
mediately;. go seek out Waldo, and work
Ilur"e tile feud thnll
Reformed people, of whom a disproporout
the problem. Do it now.
tionate share are of Dutch extraction, I
soll'e it ... "
Please note that nowhere does Jesus say
have on more than one occasion shaken
clearly that what you did to Waldo was
my head in amazement at the sinful stubbornness that is
blithely accepted as characteristic of "hard-headed Hol- sinful, just that Waldo "has something against you."
landers." Many even chuckle at this"genetic tendency." Nonetheless, you are to go; you are neither to ignore what
you may think to be silliness, nor to wait for Waldo to
Sad.
However, I have always suspected, and sometimes come to you with his problem. As I said, remarkable!
Turn next to Matt. 18:15f. Here, in the context of the
observed, that a lot of arguments harden and calcify into
full-blown feuds because those involved are not only sin- Lord's touching parable of the lost sheep revealing His
fully stubborn, but also ignorant of the Biblical process loving heart and seeking to shape ours, we read the fathey ought to employ to resolve the tensions. In other miliar words about disciplinary procedures within the
words, the involved parties simply don't know where to body of believers. Volumes have been written about
verses 15-20, most of which have focused on the threebegin. Time to learn.

stage process, the role of witnesses, and the problem many
have with Jesus' pronoWlcement over those who refuse
to repent: "Treat him as you would a pagan or a tax collector."
Yet, key to Jesus' teaching in this passage is the first
verse of the section: ulf your brother sins against you, go
and show him his fault, just between the two of you."
Note first of all the dearly described circumstance: within
the body of believers ("brother") one has sinned against

people speak a lot about "Biblical headship" in the
home. What does it mean, specifically? To be sure, God
assigns to husbands and fathers authority and responsibility for the spiritual condition of the household.
But again, what does that mean in practical terms? The
"go principle" is one of the most specific ways
headship is carried out. To quote my friend: "As head
of your household, or in preparation for becoming the
head of a household, you should always be first to
confess and first to offer forgiveness. Put another way,
you. Unlike the Matt. 5 passage where Jesus does not
if you are not the first to confess sin nor
specify whether a sin has been committed or not, here it is unmistakably dear.
the first to offer fOrgiveness, then you are
" ... IleI 'go Prll1.
There is sin involved, your brother has
not acting as spiritual head of your houseciple'is /101 merely hold." This is true in your marriage; it is
committed it, and it is against you. Yet,
true in your relationship with your chilremarkably, Jesus' prescription is the
n good suggeslioll
dren. Don't complain about your wife if
same as before: you are to "go." No
... It is God's 011'/1
wiggle room here in your assignment; no
she doesn't seem to honor your
pious waiting for him to be brought to
"headship"; practice headship in a way
pnltem. "
repentance by some miraculous work of
that reveals your soft heart, your tender
Christ-like love, and your willingness to be first to act
the Holy Spirit; no self-righteous demonstrations of spiritual "patience" allowed. You are to go, show him his fault,
inactive pursuit of reconciliation. Don't merely grieve
and do it just between the two of you. And do it now.
over your kids when they sin; show them by your own
Why? Well, first of all, you"go" rather than wait for
example how to deal with sin Biblically, both in yourself and in others. That's headship!
him to come to you because as a believer you know full
Pick a feud, any feud, and challenge the parties with
well that not all sinners recognize their sin or its consequences. You yourself don't in every circumstance. So, if
the Biblical "go principle." Do it today. Lovingly but
you are aware of sin, you are responsible to deal with it.
firmly hold before each of the members of the dispute
Simple point, powerful principle. Secondly, you are to" go"
that it is their duty to "go" to the other. Ideally, if both
are genuine believers, they should" meet in the
rather than to ignore the problem or cover over the sin
middle" as each seeks out the other. Even if both don't
because you know that no genuine reconciliation can be
"go" to the other, perhaps one will. And if one heart is
had without an honest and righteous dealing with the
sin committed. Scripture is abundantly clear that sin is
soft, it often melts those around it.
to be dealt with God's way in Christ: confession, repenFolks, the "go principle" is not merely a good suggestance and forgiveness. Any attempt to circumvent that tion, a positive and practical method for resolving disprincipled process is doomed to failure. And thirdly, do it putes.1t is God's own pattern. Remember: one of the forenow because of the remarkable penchant of the human most principles of Reformed doctrine is that God did not
heart to grow crust. Sin not resolved God's way, soon wait for US to come to Him, but came to us seeking rechardens, calcifies and becomes much more difficult to onciliation in His Son. Remember: "You were dead in
deal with later.
your transgressions and sins, in which you used to live..."
(Eph. 2:1). Remember: "God demonstrates His own love
IMPLEMENTING THE PRINCIPLE
for us in this: While we were still sinners, Christ died for
As elders in the Lord's church, what should you do us" (Rom. 5:8).
Follow His lead. "Go.... "
with the "go" principle? Let me make a couple of suggestions.
Make sure you yourself operate with this principle:
that you are not stubbornly waiting for someone to
apologize to you for a sin they committed; that you
are not ignoring a brother or sister who really has a
p roblem with something you have done. You cannot
teach this "go" principle to others if you do not obediently follow it yourself. If you are sinning today by
refusing to "go" to someone, repent and amend your
ways right now! Do it before you finish reading this
magazine!
Apply it in your home, and challenge other men of
God to apply it in theirs. We conservative Reformed

Dr. Sittema, editor of this column, is the pastor of the Bethel
CRC, Dallas, TX.

For the Word of God and
the Testimony ofJesus
Wybren Oord
Following the tradition of the Reformation, the dedication service of the new facility of the MidAmerica Reformed Seminary began in a Roman Catholic Church and
ended with people shouting with triumph "for the Word
of God and the testimony of Jesus."
It is difficult to put into words the enthusiasm generated as over nine hundred people gathered to praise God
for His faithfulness in providing a place where men can
diligently prepare for service to His Kingdom. Guests
were deeply impressed by the continued goodness of God
throughout the open house and the dedication service of
the new building and campus.
On September 22, 1995 the new facility for the MidAmerica Reformed Seminary was dedicated. The theme
for the day was: "For the Word of Cod and the testimony
of Jesus." Dr. John Sittema, President of the MidAmerica
board, began the service by recalling how fifteen years
earlier, eight men had met together to discuss how to fill
what seemed to be a gap in the faithful preaching of God's
Word. Through the leading of the Holy Spirit they were
compelled to begin a new seminary in Orange Gty, Iowa.
Through the faithfulness of God and the generosity of
His people, the seminary soon outgrew the facility in
Orange City. After many discussions and much prayer,
the board decided to move the seminary to Dyer, Indiana.
The Rev. Ed Knott, one of the founding fathers of the
seminary, spoke tenderly of how "God's people had stood
behind the seminary beyond our understanding" and that
today "we stand in silent amazement at what God has
done." Listing four areas upon which to focus prayer for
the seminary, the Rev. Knott explained how the new facility would be a place truly dedicated to the Word of
God and the testimony of Jesus.

The board ofMid-America Reformed Seminary:
(L to R) Norman Shepherd, fe/Ie Tuininga, Roger Sparks, Arthur
Besteman, Craig Knott, Rich Schepel, John Sittema, Peter Moen, Herman
Van Stedum, Ed De Leeuw, Geoffrey Vanden Heuvel, Bart Zandstra,
William De Boer, Wybren Oord and fohn Velthouse

Rev. Knott said we must pray that the seminary continue to be focused upon giving glory to God in all things.
"The purpose of the seminary is not to be divisive, but to
praise God and advance His Kingdom. We must pray
for the professors, staff, board and all those involved in
teaching, that their dedication to the Word of God and
the testimony of Jesus will keep the seminary a vibrant,
Reformed, confessional seminary. Our prayers must be
made on behalf of the students, that they be dedicated
and loyal to the Word of God and that they may understand the awesomeness of the task for which they are
preparing. And our prayers should be that the building
may serve to that end. Mayall that takes place reflect the
glory of God and His covenant faithfulness and love that
the building may be used for the building of His kingdom."
The service then proceeded to the new seminary site
where the comerstonewas uncovered and the ribbon cut.
Afterwards everyone was invited to tour the facility and
join with the faculty, board members, students, supporters and others in praising God for His goodness.
Throughout the evening the focus was upon
the goodness and faithfulness of God. He has
provided a place where men will be taught to
bring the good news of His goodness and faithfulness to people all over this continent and
around the world. To Him be the glory!
Rev. Wybren Oord is pastor of the Faith Independent Refonned Church ofBorculo, MI.

InterdassicaI Conference Urges
Christian Reformed Synod to Lead
Denomination in Repentance; CaIls
for Formation of'Covenant Union"
of CRC Conservatives
SOUTH HOLLAND, ill. URNS  Meeting at First Christian Reformed Church in the southeast Chicago suburb
of South Holland, an unprecedented 290 delegates, from
110 of the Christian Reformed denomination's 985
churches, voted to call the Christian Reformed synod to
lead the denomination in repentance. The text of the call
to repentance will be drafted by the officers of the conference, but conference chairman Rev. Andrew
Cammenga confirmed that the call to repentance will respond to Synod 1995's decisions allowing women to serve
as ministers, elders, and evangelists in the 294,OOO-member denomination and its failure to sever ecclesiastical
fellowship with th e eRe's mother church, the
Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland, despite its earlier
decision to admit practicing homosexuals to chW'Ch membership and ordain them to church office. Both items were
cited in the call to convene the conference.
To accomplish these goals, the conference also voted
to form a Covenant Union of Christian Reformed
Churches (CUCRq seeking " to return the Christian Reformed denomination to its historical biblical positions
regarding important denominational issues." The Covenant Union, to be organized as a non-profit corporation,
is to hold an annual conference and may hold regional
meetings as well to "encourage its members to form a
united front in their participation in classical and synodical sessions." Other specific objectives for the Covenant Union will be to "assist in the preparation of overtures and communications," "promote education for
officebearers," "enable its members and member
churches to do ministry," and "promote the restoration

In the same bench are (L to R) Rev. Randall Lankheet, clerk of the
conference, and Dr. W. Robert Godfrey, one ofthe influential convenors
ofthe conference.

The officers of the Interclassical Conference were (L to R) Dr. John R.
Sittema, co·clerk; Rev. Thomas Vanden Heuve/, co-chainnan; Rev.
AndrewCammenga, chainnan. Absentfrom the picture was Rev. Randall
Lankhttt, clerk.
of diSCipline in its member churches." To organize the
Covenant Union, the conference voted to have its officers appoint a group of conference participants to "create
the organizational structure, recruit churches and individual members, prepare communications regarding
CUCRe, to advise all CRC churches, classes, and denominational functionaries, [and] solicit ideas from its members about what synodical actions would demonstrate
an appropriate change in direction for our denomination."
Responding to the actions of six classes which have
exercised an option given them by Synod 1995 to permit
the ordination of women by declaring parts of the church
order "inoperative," the conference voted to"endorse the
idea of classes based on the idea of theological affinity for
churches that in conscience believe they must be part of
such classes."
Adding some" teeth" to the call to repentance, the conference also adopted a resolution to "inform synod that
should she not humble her heart in repentance before
the Lord, this conference will reconvene next year to consider a proposal to form a new denomination."
According to Dr. W. Robert Godfrey, president
of Westminster Theological Seminary in California and conference delegate, the "Covenant
Union" is modeled after an earlier group of conservatives in the mainline Presbyterian Church
(USA) at the Hme of the disruptions which led to
the formation of Westminster Theological Seminary and finally of the Orthodox Presbyterian
Church in 1936.
"1 think its purpose is to try to gather as many
individuals and churches together to try to promote those ideas together," said Godfrey. "I think
the aim is to make it as large a group as possible,
and in that sense perhaps it will rally more people
behind it."
Godfrey emphasized that neither the Covenant Union of the 1930's nor the new Covenant
Union formed this year were intended to promote
secession - although that eventually happened

Refonned Fellowship Inc.
2930 Chicago Drive S. W.,
Grandville, MI 49418

REV WYBREN OORD
12191 POLK ST
HOLLAND MI 49424

Rev. Jacob Eppinga (left) gave the message andDr. Joel Nederhood (right)
offered aprayer ofpraise at the opening service ofthe conference.
in the PC(USA) when th e denominational leadership
deposed Dr. J. Gresham Machen, the founder of
Westminster Seminary, for organizing an independent
board for Presbyterian missionary work rather than supporting the approved denominational boards. "The original Covenant Union was a union designed to try to call
the PC(USA) back to Reformed orthodoxy and faithfulness," said Godfrey. "There obviously are a series of actions that are called for by the conference and we'll have
to look at how the synod and the denominational leadership respond to our call for repentance before we can
predict whether there will or won't be a secession."
The four motions calling the denomination to repentance, establishing the Covenant Union, endorsing the
idea of classes based on theolOgical affinity, and
the calling of another conference to consider the
forming of a new denomination if synod does
not repent were the only formal motions officially
passed by the conference. However, the conference also heard reports from a number of committees aSSigned to consider proposals brought
to the meeting, each of which were presented
prior to the mid-mOrning coffee break. According to the conference minutes, the chairman
noted "that these materials are for the use of
church councils in the drafting of their own overtures" and therefore "final language does not
have to be agreed upon at this conference."
Conference co-chairman, Rev. Tom Vanden
Heuvel, resumed the meeting after the midmorning break w ith the reading of a declaration
passed earlier this summer by the Presbyterian
Church in America (PCA) calling the CRC to repent from allowing women in office, and comDecember 1995
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mending those within the CRC who opposed liberalizing trends. "Rev. Eppinga put his finger on it precisely
yesterday," said Vanden Heuvel, referring to the opening message by Rev. Jake Eppinga, retired pastor of
LaGrave Avenue CRC in Grand Rapids. "It is a spiritual
issue, a stand that we are prepared to take as a defining
moment. We must stand for the truth and call our mother
to repentance and a change, which is what repentance
means, a change that leads back to the heart of God which
is the heart of that item."
Rev. John Vermeer, pastor of First CRC in Sheldon,
Iowa, wondered whether the synodical delegates would
ever see the call to repentance issued by the conference.
"Will this ever get to the floor or will it be ruled out of
order because it was not processed through the assemblies?" asked Vermeer.
Elder Jake Klassen of West Sayville (NY) eRC noted
that the repercussions of refusing to include a call to repentance in the synodical agenda could be extreme. "I
think most of us who came here today want the synod to
say something," said Klassen. "If synod wants to throw
this in the wastebasket, then the blood will be upon their
heads, because we have to speak."
The majority of the conference thought it important to
combine a call to repentance with a warning of possible
future action - so long as that action was framed as a
meeting to consider forming a new denomination. The
consensus proposal submitted by the officers passed by
a wide voice vote majority.
Darrell Todd Maurina, Press Officer
United Reformed News Service

Rev.John Piersma chatting with observers at the conference.

